Bringing project developers, service providers and funders together to deliver a low carbon future

October 2018 – Tony Tiyou joins greenCrowd as Associate
We are delighted to announce that Tony Tiyou has joined greenCrowd as
Associate.
Tony established Renewables in Africa (RiA) in September 2016. RiA is a
clean Energy Engineering Consultancy providing services in Renewable
energy and Energy Management to project developers and investors. RiA
is primarily focusing in projects in Africa but will also advise clients for
projects in other emerging markets. The team provides technical
assistance, markets insights and routes to markets to projects developers,
investors and clean energy companies.
RiA has been involved in feasibility studies and technical advisory for solar
and wind projects in Central Africa, East Africa, West Africa and Southern
Africa. The team also successfully supported SMEs in seed fundraising and
delivered key market reports for the Renewable Energy Industry in Africa.
Renewables in Africa is also a Media platform which vision is to transform
Africa and African Lives by leveraging the Power of Renewable Energy.
The ambition is to Raise the Technical Awareness about Renewable
Energy and Energy Management in the African Continent and disseminate the information. As much
as helping businesses primarily, it is also about getting the civil society understanding what they need,
what they buy and to some extent as well, how to better use this energy.
Tony Tiyou commented: “We are strong advocates for more financial and technical support for small
to mid-scale renewable energy projects. Joining greenCrowd is a fantastic opportunity to collaborate
with other members of the platform and work towards this objective.”
Rick Gambetta, Founder and Partner commented: “Sustainable energy projects in frontier markets
can be complex or innovative. If they are assessed and assembled by experienced professionals who
collaborate, who understand the risks and how to mitigate them, they are more likely to be
commercially viable and successful. With his in-depth knowledge and coverage of the market, we are
delighted to welcome Tony into greenCrowd to help deliver small-to-medium scale sustainable energy
projects happen across Africa.”
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